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SYNTHESE

Depuis 1986, E.D.F. développe un code généraliste de thermohydraulique
appelé THYC (Thermal HYdraulic Code). Ce code de calcul a pour but l'étude des
écoulements simple ou double-phase à trois dimensions se produisant dans des grappes
de combustible ou dans des faisceaux de tubes. Il permet ainsi de modéliser le coeur
des réacteurs à eau pressurisée, les générateurs de vapeur, les condenseurs et les
échangeurs de chaleur. Dans toutes ces modélisations, la vitesse relative est
éventuellement calculée par l'intermédiaire d'une corrélation de Drift-Flux.

La vitesse relative entre la phase liquide et la phase vapeur est un paramètre
important si l'on veut modéliser précisément un écoulement diphasique à trois
dimensions. Seulement, les corrélations de Drift-Flux ne peuvent s'appliquer dans le
cas où l'effet 3-D est important ou lorsque les écoulements sont à contre-courant.
L'objet de cette note est de décrire un schéma numérique qui permet un calcul de la
vitesse relative dans le cas général. Il traite de la méthodologie mise en oeuvre mais
n'aborde pas le travail de validation.

Dans cette modélisation, le frottement à l'interface entre les deux phases est un
paramètre fondamental. Dépendant du type d'écoulement, il conditionne la stabilité et
la précision des calculs. Pour connaître son degré d'influence sur les résultats, une
étude de sensibilté du modèle à ce paramètre est réalisée dans le cadre des essais
VATICAN.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

E.D.F. has developed, since 1986, a general purpose code named THYC
(Thermal HYdraulic Code) designed to study three-dimensional single and two-phase
flows in rod or tube bundles (pressurised water reactor cores, steam generators,
condensers, heat exchangers). In these studies, the relative velocity was calculated by a
drift-flux correlation.

However, the relative velocity between vapor and liquid is an important
parameter for the accuracy of a two-phase flow modelling in a three-dimensional code.
The range of application of drift-flux correlations is mainly limited by the
characteristic of the flow pattern (counter current flow...) and by large 3-D effects. The
purpose of this paper is to describe a numerical scheme which allows the relative
velocity to be computed in a general case. Only the methodology is investigated in this
paper which is not a validation work.

The interfacial drag force is an important factor of stability and accuracy of the
results. This force, closely dependent on the flow pattern, is not entirely established
yet, so a range of multiplicator of its expression is used to compare the numerical
results with the VATICAN test section measurements.
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Physical model

A veraging process

The two-fluid thermal hydraulic behaviour can be described by three
conservation equations (mass, momentum and energy) for each phase. After
space-time averaging over control volumes including fluid and solids [4], six
conservation equations of the two phases and three interfacial relations are
obtained. During this averaging process, interaction terms between fluid
phases and solids arise (friction, heat transfer, mass transfer) as well as an

equivalent porosity e, which stands for the volume fraction occupied by the
fluid. The six space-time averaged phase equations are then recombined to
get three equations for the two-phase mixture and three so-called non-
equilibrium equations : one for the mass of the vapor already used in the
previous version of THYC and a new one obtained from subtraction of the
momentum of each phase. The discrete phase is supposed to be at saturation
and the sixth equation is not used.

Using a fractional step method, the three mixture equations solve the
pressure, the mass flux and the enthalpy or entropy; the quality and the
relative velocity are calculated from the two non-equilibrium equations. This
model is supplemented by conduction equations relative to fuel rods which
provide heat source terms for the two-phase mixture.

Mixture equations

ôep+div(£pu) = 0 (eq.

+ div(epu ® u + epc(l - c)ur ® ur ) = -£Vp + div(eTv ) + £pg - eMw (eq. 2)
ot

4£
at

+ div(epuh + £p£c(l - c)ur) = £-£- + euVp - div(£7t) + eq (eq. 3)
at

In the homogeneous model, the pressure drop of the mixture flow is obtained
from the friction factor of the liquid phase multipHcated with the mixture
flux and a two-phase friction factor. This term can be splitted into a liquid
pressure drop and a vapor pressure drop. In this arrangement, the separate
prediction of the pressure drop for each phase is an important factor of
stability because the relative velocity is used in the calculation of each phase
velocity and consequently in the individual pressure drop. This methodology
allows the resolution of the mass flux and the relative velocity to be linked
together.
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The pressure drop is:

M w = pcKvuv + p(l

- c )u r ) + p( l -c )Kj (u-cu r )

= p(cK v + (1 - c)K, )u + pc(l - c)(K v - K, )ur
 (6q"

= a 1 p u + a 2
u r

a i [s-1] and 0:2 [kg/sm3] are respectively the mass flux and the relative
velocity multiplicators.

In the enthalpy equation, viscous dissipation and interfacial kinetic energy
transfer terms have been neglected.

In the momentum equation, surface tension has been neglected and equal
pressure for both phases has been assumed. The viscous stress tensor Tv is
shown in the Constitutive laws paragraph (eq. 11).

Second equation of mass

The unknown is the static vapour quality : c = ^ where a is
apg + ( l a ) p

the void fraction and p, and pg are the liquid and gas phasic densities.

c) = er (eq. 5)
at

Equation of relative velocity

From the momentum equation of each phase, two equations are deduced :
one to predict the homogeneous mass flux (see above), another one to
predict the relative velocity obtained from subtraction of the momentum of
each phase.

Consequently, the expression of uv and ui is :

uv=u+(l-cK
IU^UCU
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The equation of relative velocity is:

dur

£[(urV)u + (((1 - 2c)ur + u)V)ur - (ur. Vc)ur] Convection

—(l-2c)u r Mass Transfer
P

2piPv at
(uV)ur - (urV)u Virtual Mass

e . (eq. 7)
+ fgfur|ur Interfacial Drag Force

c( l — c)p

+ e[Kvuv-K]U]] Pressure Drop

= 0

The viscous dissipation term is not calculated in this equation but it will be
take into account in a subsequent work.

Turbulent viscosity equation

Two constitutive laws (see below) use a turbulent viscosity coefficient vT :
the viscous stress tensor and the thermal turbulent diffusion term in the
conductive flux.

In rod bundles associated with spacer grids, turbulence is not dissipated
where it is generated so a transport equation must be used to model these
dissipation effects downstream of a grid. A turbulent viscosity equation has
been derived from the k-L model which is a derivation of the conventional k-
£ model [5] :

= V(VTVEVT) + £(CKB +C K G )U 2 -e—~-vT
2 (ecî- 8)

where D is a characteristic length, here the rod diameter, CKB and CKG
characterise production rates of turbulence by the rods and the grids
respectively, whereas C& is related to the dissipation rate due to the bundle.

has been chosen so that in a bare bundle, equilibrium between
dissipation and production of turbulence yields the usual correlation for
turbulent viscosity [6] :

vT = T|uD (eq. 9)
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where T| is a dimensionless factor which depends on the geometry of the
bundle. This assumption yields :

CKB=TfCD (eq. 10)

CD is a dimensionless coefficient related to the bundle and not to the grid.
So, it can be determined from experiments in bare bundles. The above
relationship, established in the case of homogeneous turbulence in bare
bundles can be extended to other flow configurations by assuming that C
is mainly influenced by the bundle geometry.

It appears that only one coefficient CRG h*s to be known to model the
production of kinetic energy by the grids and, as we assume that it only
depends on the grid geometry, this approach does not depend on the grid
spacing.

Constitutive laws

The closure relations which are the physical properties of the fluid and
solids, the pressure loss and the heat exchange coefficients are given by
standard or problem specific correlations.

Viscous stress tensor.

This tensor is modelled with respect to shear rate of average flow.

Tv =pv([Vu + (Vu)T]—(V.u)I) (eq. 11)

where I is the identity tensor and v = vm + vT.

vm is the fluid molecular cinematic viscosity and vT is a so-called turbulent
cinematic viscosity, which stands for the effects of averaged turbulent
stresses and averaged self-correlations of phasic velocities arising from the
fluid-solid homogenization process.

Friction pressure loss tensor.

For each phase, the friction tensor K is written as the sum of two terms :
K = K, +K2.

Kj accounts for the effects of plane obstacles such as grids and perforated
plates ; it is modelled by a singular pressure drop coefficient located just
downstream the singularity.

K i ,v=K, , L =cM (eq.12)
L
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— is the singular pressure drop coefficient over the distance from the

singularity location. It has been obtained from experimental results. The
homogeneous velocity is used in the relation of KiiV and Kix instead of the
velocity of each phase to allow the sum to be equal of the homogeneous
singular pressure drop Mwi •

MW1 = pcK1)Vuv + p(l - c)K1>LuL = p c A c u v + (1 - c)uL] = p C f U (eq

K2 accounts for the effect of the rod bundle. It is given by standard (Idelcik,
Blasius, Gautier). If one of the space co-ordinates has its direction parallel to
the rods the tensor is diagonal, according to Butterworth [7].

K2,k =

Kx 0 0

0 Ky 0

0 0 KZJ

w h e r e K i = -r1 (eq- 14)

k, the phase indicator.

Q
—— is the single-phase pressure drop coefficient per unit length.

If the rod bundle is parallel to z-axis, we have :

K z = ^ - and Kx = Ky = (p(G)^
LL LT

C C
—— and —— are friction coefficients for pure longitudinal and transverse
LL LT

flow. <p(0) is a correction term for oblique flow.

Conductive flux.

It is expressed by a Fourier-type equation (p = -A,VT where T is the
averaged fluid temperature and X = 'km + XT.

Xm is the equivalent molecular conductivity of the homogenised medium ;

XT is a "turbulent" conductivity which stands for the effects of averaged
turbulent transfers and averaging correlations between temperature and
velocity. It is generally assumed equal to the turbulent viscosity vT.
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Volumetric thermal power.

0 = E where D,,, is the thermal diameter, R is the heat transfer

resistance between rod wall and fluid and Tp is the rod wall temperature. For
the subcooled boiling region, R is calculated for single and two-phase flow
and the maximum value of the two coefficients is selected. This approach
allows a good continuity between the single and two-phase flow without an
illogical decrease of the heat transfert resistance.

Interfacial mass exchange.

i *

(D C ~~ C
F = K—- p where K is the fraction of the thermal power <E> devoted
to liquid vaporisation, c* is the thermodynamic quality and x a relaxation
time constant. K is within the range [0-1], with K=0 if (Tf<Tsat and
Tp<Tsat+ATeb) and K=l if Tf >Tsat. ATeb is the minimum rod wall
overheating which leads to bubble generation. The following expression of
K ensures these two boundary values:

TT
T-(T s a t + ATeb)

T-(T f+AT e b)
(eq. 15)

The second term in the expression of F accounts for the effect of
vaporisation or condensation due to pressure variation.

Interfacial drag force

The interfacial drag force, dependent to the flow pattern, is an important
factor of stability.

According to Ishii [8], the interfacial drag force is obtained from drag
coefficients, void fraction and bubbles diameter.

From dispersed bubly flow to slug flow, the value of fgf is :

(eq.16)

The drag coefficient, Cd, is Reynolds number dependent and closely related
to the drag coefficients for single bubbles and drops in an infinite medium.
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(eq. 17)

However, the drag coefficient increases with the Reynolds number and
becomes constant at higher value (capped bubble regime) [9].

Cd= 0.45(1-avf ( e q l g )

The interfacial area per unit volume, Agf, is calculated from void fraction
and bubbles diameter [9].

For bubble flow regime. a<0.2

_ 6a
Dsb

'g(pi-pg)

a m =Max(a, 0.001)
l b J am (eq

Nb is the bubble number density [9].

For bubble flow regime. 0.2<a<0.5

A _6(0.2) | 6(a-0.2)
Dsb Dlb (eq.20)

Over a void fraction of 0.5 linear interpolation is calculated between bubble
flow at a=0.5 and film flow at œ=occrit [9].

Pv u r l D h (eq.21)

The interfacial drag force correlation is quite different for a film flow,
a>acrit.

g
U h (eq.22)

fi is given by Walis [10] :

fi = 0.005(1 + 75a) ( e q 2 3 )
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Unknowns

Primary unknowns are mass velocity G=pu, pressure P, mixture enthalpy h,

static quality c, relative velocity ur and turbulent viscosity VT. Secondary
unknowns are derived as the following, assuming the none predominant
phase at saturation state.

The mixture density:

(eq. 24)

J_ = _c_ l
P " P£ Pi

if liquid is, for instance, the predominant phase

Pg=Pgsat Pi=f(h,,P)

and
h _ h ~ c h gsa t

1 1-c (eq.26)

The mixture velocity : u=G/p

Four-equations scheme

THYC can also be used with 4 differential equations so that the relative
velocity is modelled by a correlation:

(eq. 27)

The first term stands for small scale effects, i.e. smaller than averaging
control volume ( Vgj is the local drift flux and Co is the correlation between
velocity and void fraction); the second term stands for turbulent diffusion
effects due to large scale quality gradients. In the axial direction, Co and Vgj
are given by classical drift-flux correlations. A is a turbulent diffusion
coefficient, generally considered proportional to the single-phase turbulent
viscosity VT according to a similitude with the number of Schmidt and the
mass diffusion term:

In this analysis A = Vy.
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Numerical method

Finite volume approach
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A A J * A .

Vertical flow

Figure 1 : Staggered mesh

The numerical method is based on the discretization of equations on finite
volumes with staggered mesh. The scalar unknowns (pressure, energy,
vapour quality and turbulent viscosity) are located at the centre of the cells
and the flow components are located on the cell sides (fig. 1). The
discretization scheme is "donor cell" for convective terms and "centered" for
diffusive and propagative terms. A second order advection scheme is
available for transport of a passive tracer [11].

Solids : fuel rods

Each fuel rod is divided in concentric meshes, both for fuel and cladding.
Heat flux in the rod is given as a boundary condition (or read from 3D
neutronic code COCCINELLE, every time step, in case of a synchronous
coupling). By solving solid conduction equation, temperature profile in the
rod is obtained, from wall surface to rod centerline.

Incremental time discretization

In order to have no time step limitation, most terms are implicit in time,
through a "q-scheme" approach. To avoid solving a large non-linear system,
a local linearization with respect to the time increment values dG, dP, dS, dc
and dur is performed. The energy equation has been slightly modified for
the transient calculation, using entropy increment by recombining enthalpy
and pressure increments as: pT8S = pôh + ÔP ; this allows elimination of
pressure terms. Time increment values are defined by:

SX = X n + 1 - X n f o r X = G,P,S,c,ur ; using these definitions, the linear
system for incremental values can be written as:
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An equation of Pressure and Mass Velocity obtained from the conservation

of mass of the mixture flow and 8p = -.-dp + PdS + ydc :
a

+ t±Hj£+c1)roo+ V e g G = _ V g G n (eq.28)
a-At At At p H

An equation of Entropy obtained from the conservation of energy of the
mixture flow:

^ ^ + 9e(eGn V8S + VG?8S) - 8f V(epn AVÔS)+e8<D / Tn =

-[VeGh - hVeG + Ve£c(l - c)pur - V(eXVT) - uVP - eO]n / Tn

An equation of Mass Velocity and Pressure obtained from the conservation
of the momentum of the mixture flow:

(—+eka!)E8G + ecVeun ® 8G - 9dV(evV8G) + e9pV8P =
At

 n(eq.3O)

-[Veu ® G+Vepc(l - c)ur ® ur - V(EVVG) + EVP+£(a ,G+a 2 u r ) ~
 £Pg]"

An equation of Relative Velocity obtained from subtraction of the
conservation of momentum of each phase:

£ ^ + £(8urV)u + e(((l - 2c)ur + u)V)8ur + e(((l - 2c)8ur)V)ur
At

-£(urVc)8ur - £(8urVc)ur - —(1 - 2c)8ur •

fe + (uV)8ur - (8urV)ul + /
 E , fsflu.lSu. =

L At V ' r V r ; J c ( l - c ) p g f | r | r
2 p v P l

+e[(urVc)urf + — (1 - 2c)u? -1
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[ntf/lcgs-1] and

P2=(l-c)Kv+cK,

An equation of Static Quality obtained from the conservation of mass of
vapor and uv = u + (1 - c)ur:

+ 6c(eGnV5c + VeGr
nôc) - eÔT =

At c ' (eq.32)

-[ VeGc - CVEG + Vec(l - c)pur - er]n

with:

Gr
n = [(1 -2c)pur + c(l - O ^ L J (eq. 33)

Each right-hand-side represents a steady state balance, so when incremental
values are zero, the steady state solution obtained does not depend on time
step.

Fractional step integration method

A fractional step integration method is used to decouple the equations and
the set of equations is solved as indicated on the following flowchart :

• Stepl : Energy. The entropy increment 8S is obtained from (eq. 29)
which is de-coupled from (eq. 28) and (eq. 30), due to the choice of entropy
variable. The fuel rod conduction equations are solved simultaneously to
determine the 8$ term.

• Step 2 : Second phase mass balance. A first value 5c, of quality is
obtained from (eq. 32) where pressure variation ÔP, arising in o r , has not
been taken into account.

• Step 3 : Generalised advection for mass flow. A first prediction ÔGj of
mass flow rate increment is obtained by neglecting pressure increment 5P in
(eq. 30).

• Step 4 : The relative velocity increment is obtained from (Eq. 31) to be
used in (eq. 35).
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• Step 5 : Mass balance and sound propagation. The final increments ÔG
and ÔP are obtained by solving simultaneously the system derived from
equations 28 and 30:

— + eka1)8G + epVÔP = (—+ 8ka1)6G1-a28u r (eq. 35)— + eka1)8G + epVÔP = (—

• Step 6 : The final value of ôc is obtained by (eq. 28) where pressure
increment ÔP has been taken into account.

Iterative methods are used to solve the linear systems arising from the
discretization process (Gauss Seidel or Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient
Square [11] for non-symmetrical systems and Preconditioned Conjugate
Gradient for symmetrical ones).

Range of stability

The stability of this numerical scheme has been tested from 0.1 MPa to 15
MPa with a one dimensional model very similar to THYC. In this range of
pressure the void fraction vary from 0.1 to 1 to allow a wide range of flow
pattern to be analysed. The results show a good stability closely dependent
on the interfacial drag force expression.

From THYC-4eq, the incremental time step should be reduced by 5 or 10 to
allow a good stability.
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VATICAN experiment

VATICAN test section [3] consists of a vertical bundle of 40 electrically
heated rods in a 10 by 4 array (square pitch). The scale is 1:1 in relation to a
900 MWe PWR core (9.5 mm outer diameter, 1.33 pitch to diameter ratio),
except for the elevation which is only 2.10 m. The coolant (refrigerant fluid
Rl 14) is introduced via two side-entry orifices at the bottom. The lower part
of the bundle is separated into two halves by a vertical divider plate (fig.2).
Three separated heating zones of 50 kW maximum power are available.
Therefore, desequilibria in flow, power and fluid enthalpy between the two
halves can be set in order to study mixing phenomena. VATICAN-1
configuration includes simple spacer grids without mixing vanes. In addition
to global boundary measurements, instrumentation consists of static pressure
transmitters along the casing wall, platinum resistance sensors for fluid

temperature and y-ray densitometer for line integrated void fractions. A
specific procedure allows subchannel void fractions integration over the
thickness of the test section, which are directly comparable to computed
values [12]. The absolute uncertainty of the void fraction measurements is
assessed to be ±0.04.

131.9

1.348

i\

I | Left heating zone

Upper right heating zone

Lower right heating zone

Grids

Void measurements
axial locations

Lateral indexes location \ THYC nodes axial
locations

THYC horizontal mesh layout

Fig. 2 : VATICAN test section

The experimental results presented here were obtained with desequilibria in
flow-rate and power between the two halves, giving rise to very different
enthalpies at the end of the divider plate. The test point chosen (table 1) has
been already used to compare THYC and VIPRE-02 [13]. The non mixing
grids are supposed to create no source of turbulence (CKG=0)-
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The VATICAN measurements are both compared with THYC using 4

Table 1.

Operating conditions for VATICAN-1 ;
test number 09 (ex-test#l 1)

Left side flow
rate

Right side flow
rate

Outlet pressure

Inlet enthalpy

Lower right
heating zone

power

Upper right
heating zone

power

Left heating
zone power

9.89 kg/s

5.06 kg/s

0.8508
MPa

278.559
kJ/kg

29.7 kW

27.1 kW

33.8 kW

differential equations and a drift-flux correlation and THYC using the 5
differential equations. In the figure 5 and 6, the results of the 5 equations
model are given for 3 multiplicators of the interfacial drag force: cf=l,
cf=0.2 and cf=0.1. The value of the interfacial drag force is so closely
dependent on variables such as the bubble diameter or the interfacial area
which vary with the flow pattern that it is necessary to know its real
influence on the results.

First of all, the pressure loss calculation, in spite of a quite different
approach, gives a similar profile for THYC-4eq and THYC-5eq. It is
illustrated on figure 3 for two subchannels : 1=6 in the "cold" side (the
highest pressure drop) and 1=9 the symmetrical subchannels in the "hot" side
(the lowest pressure drop).
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The main difficulty in the calculation of the pressure loss for each phase is to
produce a similar result than an homogeneous prediction. Only the
homogeneous correlations based on a liquid pressure loss multiplicated with
a two-phase coefficient has been validated from experimental results. A
splitting approach of the pressure loss is only a numerical approach of the
phenomenon.

AXIAL PRESSURE DROP

0.

4eq 1=9

5eq 1=9

870000 - •

860000 -•

850000
m o o v o m —
O - M m -sf

1—I—I—I—I—I—I—I-
O s o o i / i c o r o c s o c c n O O v v o o
O O O N O — C N c n c " ! ^ i / i > n v o o c

o o o o o o o o o o — — — •
AXIAL LOCATION

Fig 3.
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Two axial void fraction profiles have been plotted on figure 4 corresponding
to subchannels 1=6 and 1=9. A good agreement is found with THYC-5eq
which models the impact of the grids on the void fraction. According to the
measurement profile, the grids reduce the void fraction by extra melting. A
differential equation to model the relative velocity takes into account the
evolution of the local variables (pressure, geometry...) and allows the local
phenomenon to be better predicted.

z
0

te
Es.

Q

0

1,00 -,

0,90 -

0,80 -

0,70 -

0,60 -

0,50 -

0,40 -

0,30 -

0,20 -

0,10 -

c

cc

•

•

— — —

1 1 r̂
? •"" Ĉ J f O ^

3 O O O O

AXIAL VOID FRACTION

Exp 1=9

— 4eq 1=9

5eq 1=9

Exp 1=6

— 4eq 1=6 . \ ^ ^ ^

5eq 1=6 / ' *

_^ 1 1 1 ) ' 1 1 1 1 1 1

AXIAL LOCATION

Fig 4.
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On figure 5 the horizontal void fraction profile is shown at an elevation just
above the end of the divider plate (K=46). A good agreement is also found,
except in the central subchannels where void fraction is both difficult to
predict and to measure : local void fraction is far from being uniform in these
subchannels which are located just downstream of the separation plate.
THYC-5eq with a 0.1 interfacial drag force factor gives the best estimate of
the void fraction. This factor allows the axial relative velocity to be quite
similar of its value computed with a drift-flux model using turbulent
diffusion effects and reduce the void fraction estimation in the "hot" side. In
this particular analysis, the influence of the turbulent diffusion term of the
relative velocity is very small and the results are not really induced by this
expression. On the other hand, the transition with THYC-5eq is sharper and
the void fraction of the central subchannels are better estimate as if this
model allows a better calculation of the local variables. Most of the
predictions are consistent with an uncertainty of 0.04 for the VATICAN
measurement.

TRANSVERSAL VOID FRACTION K=46

• Exp K=46

cf=1 K=46

• 5eq cf=0.2 K=46

0 5eq cf=0.1 K=46

4eq K=46

TRANSVERSAL LOCATION

Fig 5.
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The horizontal void fraction profile is also plotted at a higher elevation
(K=50) on fig 6. The experimental and calculated profile are identically
shaped. The THYC-5eq prediction with cf=l is over the uncertainty on the
"hot" side subchannels and show the unsuitable expression of the interfacial
drag force without any multiplicator. On the other hand, with cf=0.1, the
computed profile remains close to the expérimentais results.

TRANSVERSAL VOID FRACTION K=50

• Exp K=50

O 5eq cf=1 K=50

• 5eq cf=0.2 K=50

0 5eq cf=0.1 K=50

4eq K=50
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TRANSVERSAL LOCATION

Fig 6.
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CONCLUSIONS

THYC-5eq, with an additional differential equation allows the relative
velocity to be computed in a general case. The computational predictions of
this new version and the predictions of THYC-4eq (drift flux correlation
using turbulent diffusion effects) show a good agreement between the two
methodologies and the VATICAN test section measurement. VATICAN has
a proper design to validate the fifth equation results in a cocurrent flow
pattern but not for counter current configuration. However, the purpose of
this implementation is to calculate the relative velocity in accidental
conditions when counter current flow and transcient phenomena occure. The
future validation will be done under these conditions.
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NOMENCLATURE
Agf

c

Cd,fi
D

Dh

fgf

g
h

K

Nb

P

q
G
S

tn

T
Tv

u

"r
a

-©
-

X

H
V

7t

A

r
£

e
P
G

Subscripts

v,l,k
sb,lb

interfacial area per unit volume

Static vapour quality

drag coefficients

bubble diameter

hydraulic diameter

interfacial drag coefficient

Gravity

Enthalpy

Friction tensor

bubble number density

Pressure

Thermal power

Mass velocity

Entropy

Time

Temperature

Viscous stress tensor

Mixture velocity

Relative velocity (Ur=uv-ui)

void fraction

passive scalar

conductivity

dynamic viscosity

viscosity coefficient

conductive flux

Turbulent diffusion coefficient

Interfacial mass exchange

Enthalpy difference
Porosity

Density

surface tension

phase designator

small and large bubbles
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